
CLIMATE CRISIS

This is the most fundamental issue humankind is currently facing, which will require 
radical economical transformation. It may even present the largest economic 
opportunity today. This foundational topic is changing the way we think about 
consumption, how we vote politicians, evaluate business opportunities and choose our 
employers.

Principle: Only transformational climate leaders will shape the future

• Transformational CEOs recognize what comes with their power: “I am responsible”

• Climate is the new safety

• Climate crisis is not just a shock, it is a transition

VALUE CREATION FOR THE FUTURE

By nature, one of our most primitive needs is the sense for belonging. This need is 
challenging how “value creation” is being perceived, defined and measured in the future. 
Disruption in formats of work are increasingly creating polarization and challenging our 
very identities which are not defined by the size of our paychecks.

Principle: I belong, I create value

• Businesses need to come up with a recognizable, value creating purpose

• Promote diverse formats of identity and purpose, not limited to professional life

• Inclusiveness as a core value

THE NEW ROLE OF BUSINESS: 
Principles to take home from the Northern Stars 

Over the course of the past few days, we have been taken to a journey 
of the most burning issues for the European business leaders. Prior to 
the convention, a handful of next generation leaders called the Northern 
Stars dove deeper into four fundamental areas of transformation. After 
an intense workshop loaded with discussions, debate, argumentation 
and collaboration, the following four key principles emerged.



SOCIETAL RESILIENCE

The idea of societal resilience - how well societies are able to withstand and absorb 
changes and shocks - is being debated more and more on international fora. The 
business and policy tools that are being challenged in the 21st century were to a large 
extent built in the 20th century. Simultaneously communities, which historically were 
contained within societies, are now fragmenting and existing also outside geographical 
boundaries.

Principle: Create tools for contemporary societal resilience

• Redefine the concept of society - leadership is needed on more levels than just national

• Identify, package and export the key contributors to high resilience in e.g. the Nordic 

countries

• As national interests gain traction, global narratives are needed more than ever

• Embed transformative skills and adaptability to change in education curricula

DEEP TECH

Going beyond general technologies, deep tech is making waves by changing the way we 
use and design technology. Both business structures and once-learnt academic degrees 
are threatened in an unprecedented way as deep tech is becoming a core competence 
of all successful companies. Instead of centralized silos, technology competences should 
be flowing freely throughout modern organizations.

Principle: We need to acknowledge deep tech as a foundational skill 
learned over a lifetime

• Leaders must build sustainable business models around tech working with regulators 

to create value for the society as a whole

• Make sure tech is built by the many, for the many

• All corporations will eventually become tech companies


